
STUDENT PREP FOR NAVS.

Materials required for planning
 Appropriate and current WACs ( World Aeronautical Carts)
 Current PCA (Planning Chart Australia)
 Current ERC -L (en route chart low)
 VFRG - digital or hard copy current as @02/12/21 - become very familiar with chapters 2 and 3.
 All preparation, forecasts, flight notification requirements and general planning items are well

covered.
 Subscription access to NAIPS (National Aeronautical Information Processing System or ERSA

hard copy.
 Scale Ruler and protractor for use on charts.
 Pencils, sharpener and erasers
 Flight notification forms
 Small thick flash cards (index cards) for aerodrome mud maps.
 E6-B or similar Whizz wheel ( flight computer)

The planning

1 Check your route on the PCA. This shows the GAF number for forecasts as well as VHF radio ranges.

2. Check route on the ENC-L for PRD areas. The ERSA (either digital via NAIPS or hard copy if current)
will identify the type of PR or D zone and give hours of op or give ref to Notams for hours. Also Take
note of frequency changes for ATS services en route.

2. Select appropriate way points and draw your planned route on the WAC. Remember requirement
for VFR flight is you must be able to positively fix your position at periods not exceeding 30 mins
(VFRG chapter 3 Visual flight rules).

3. Study the appropriate weather forecasts. GAF, GPWT and TAFS (use VFRG to decipher codes if
necessary).

4. Measure Tracks True - apply variation. Measure distances. Add ten mile markers from departure
point and then each way point. Also draw track on VTC if planning into controlled airspace.

5. Select Altitudes. - based on hemispheric rule, terrain , winds, and aircraft performance/ fuel flow.

6. Enter known details onto flight plan form.

7. Calculate the triangle of velocities on your whizz wheel to factor the heading and ground speed to
expect with the forecast winds. Enter on flight plan form

8. From information you will find in the ERSA( FAC) draw “mud maps” of planned landing
aerodromes/ALAs showing runway directions, any special circuit or aerodrome procedures, elevation,
circuit height, CTAF/NAVAID and AWIS frequencies and any other information you deem pertinent
to the flight.

9. Calculate Trip fuel required, alternate requirements if applicable, required reserve fuel and plan
your in flight fuel management.

10, Study NOTAMS applicable to departure and arrival aerodromes.

10. Consider flight notification/ sartime/flight note requirements.
ITEMS HIGHLIGHTED CAN ONLY BE DONE ON THE DAY OF PLANNED DEPARTURE


